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Wednesday, October 2,1985

Jet attacks
U.S. copter
WASHINGTON (AP) - A U.S.
Army helicopter flying a routine
surveillance mission along the
West German border was attacked without provocation over
the weekend by a Chechoslovakian jet fighter, the Pentagon
disclosed yesterday.
The jet, described as a highperformance L-39 fighter, fired
two to four rockets at the helicopter but failed to hit it and
then flew back across the border
to Czechoslovakia; said Pentagon spokesman Robert Sims.
The American helicopter was
carrying two crewmen, neither
of whom was injured.
The United States filed a
strong protest over the incident
on Monday, Sims said. He declined to answer questions about
whether the Czech government
had responded to the protest or
offered an explanation for the
attack.
The State Department also
refused to discuss the protest.
The incident occurred Saturday at 1 p.m. local time, or 7
a.m. EDT, north of the German
city of Freyung, near the village
of Finsterau, in airspace about
one mile inside West Germany.
"THE ATTACK, which took
place inside Federal Republic of
Germany airspace in clear

weather, was observed and confirmed by two separate groups
of German civilians," Sims
added.
He said the helicopter was an
Army AH-1S Cobra gunship, assigned to the 2nd Armored Calvary Regiment at the Feucht
Army Airfield outside Nuremberg. Helicopters from that regiment routinely fly daily
surveillance missions along the
border and there was no reason
for the attack, the spokesman
said.
"It's routine border reconnaissance to see if there Is a
change in fortifications along
the border or an increase in
troop concentrations and so
forth," Sims said, adding American pilots were under strict
rules not to move any closer
than 100 meters - or 330 feet - of
the border.
Although the spokesman said
he knew of "no unusual tension
in the region," he added that
Czech or other Warsaw Pact
aircraft routinely violate German airspace in the region,
which lies in southeast Germany
near the borders with Austria
and Czechoslovakia.
The incident on Saturday was
the 17th such incursion since
April, but the first involving
American aircraft, he said.

BG News/Alex Horvath

Love is in the air

Lord Fancourt Babberly, played by Frederick Muller, senior theater major, Is chased across campus by Stephen Spettigue, who is
played by Thomas Kieffer, senior theater major, In a promotion for the play, "Charley's Aunt." Performances are at 8 p.m.
in the Main Auditorium in University Hall Oct. 3-5 and Oct. 10-12.

Pay scale committee previously formed

Faculty negates equal pay resolution
by Don Lee
staff reporter

A resolution showing faculty support
for "equitable increases in salary for
all University employees was voted
down yesterday by the Faculty Senate.
The resolution, introduced Sept. 17 by
Senate member Elliott Blinn and
amended at yesterday's Senate session, read in part, "... the Faculty
Senate recommends a system ...
which strives to provide equitable in-

creases in salary pools for Classified
Staff, for Faculty, for Administrative
Staff, and for Administrators."
Several senators who voted against
the resolution said the faculty should
not become involved in classified staff
matters, and one senator pointed out
that the Classified Staff Council had
already formed a committee to restructure the classified pay system.
The committee was formed Sept. 24.
Blinn said he introduced the resolution because, with the passage of a
house bill allowing Ohio's state univer-

sities to determine their own pay structures without approval from the state
Legislature, "we (the University) run
the risk of finding faculty always competing with classified staff (for available money)."
THE RESOLUTION, which would
not have bound the University to any
action, was intended as a show of
support for the classified staff, Blinn
In other business, the Senate voted to

amend the faculty charter to redefine
provisional membership for graduate
Faculty members can now be provisionally, or conditionally, accepted into
graduate program faculty if they hold
the necessary academic degrees and
are recommended by their academic
departments. Provisional appointment
Is valid for five years and fc non-renewable, but provisional graduate-faculty members can apply to become
part of the regular graduate faculty

Pre-schoolers, not freshmen,
University's youngest students
by Wendy Davy

it gives children an exposure to the school setting,"
die said. "The school routine
definitely helps the child."
LEE SAID that the children, through enrichment activities, learn how to follow
directions and develop language and motorskilis. A special activity, such as a field
trip, is also included in each

New faculty members with the necessary degree and three or more years
on the graduate faculty of another
university do not have to go through
provisional membership to be considered for the regular graduate faculty.
Each academic department will determine what makes a faculty member
eligible for that department's graduate
faculty.

Reagan aide receives
new post as reports
speculate on reason
WASHINGTON (AP) - Margaret Heckler stepped down yesterday as secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Services to become ambassador to Ireland but President
Reagan denounced reports that
she was forced from the post as
"malicious gossip."
"I think Mrs. Heckler was
justifiably upset by the kind of
gossip that was going around,"
the president said as she stood at
his side. "I don't know where
this was coming from. It was
malicious, it was false. She executed the policies that I wanted
for the agency."

reporter
Students don't need to wonder whether the University's
standards of admission have
become easier when they see
4-year-old children in the Education Building on Tuesday
evenings or Wednesday afternoons.
These youngsters are participating in the Little Red
Schoolhouse Program offered
by the University's College of
Education. For a fee of $4, the
eight-week program is available for children ages 4 to 6.
This semester, the preschool
will be held Tuesdays from 6
to 7 p.m. and Wednesdays
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
The program is held outside
the little Red Schoolhouse
during the summer and in the
Education Building during
the school year.
According to Janet
Schnupp-Lee, assistant professor of education and coordinator of the program, it
i the children for Un-

after three years if they have the
academic credentials.

BG News/Kevin Hopkins
David Errett, 5, and Chris Allen, also 5, are shown how to color within the lines by Molly Maclaren, a junior
elementary education major.

session.

According to Lee, the program. In Its seventh year,
benefits the children and the
University students.
"The purpose of the school
is twofold," she said. "It
exposes children to one-onone and small group activities, and it allows the students to get acquainted with
teaching young children."
Lee said each student is
assigned two to three chil-

dren. The student is then rersible for working with
children and informing
parents of their children's
progress.
According to Lee, elementary education majors are
required to take the Little
Red School House Program
as a class in order to be
certified to teach kindergarten.
"Some people don't know

how difficult it is to teach
kindergarten until they have
that experience," said Lee.
Mary Elizabeth Ricketts, a
senior elementary education
major who is participating in
the Tuesday evening session,
agrees that working with
children is a big re"I want it to be fun for
them," she said. "I want
them to be able to enjoy the
rest of their school career."

There had been persistent reports that the White House staff,
particularly chief of staff Donald Regan, had disapproved of
Heckler's performance and had
applied pressure to get her out
Toe department has a $330 billion budget - the largest in the
government
"She has done a fine job at

HHS," the president said, during a brief appearance in the
White House press room. "As a
matter of fact if she hadn't done
such a good job, I wouldn't have
been so eager to seek her out to
be the ambassador to Ireland."
The president said a successor
to Heckler had not been chosen.
White House deputy press secretary Albert Brasbear said
Heckler will remain at HHS
until she is confirmed as ambassador by the Senate.
"It shouldn't take long," Brashear said of the confirmation
Erocess, noting that the Senate
: in session.
Heckler fidgeted and appeared nervous as the president
talked with reporters. She said
Reagan had persuaded her to
take the new post and that she
considers it "an honor and an
exciting challenge."
Heckler once described the
Irish ambassadorship as "a
lovely position - for someone
else.''

Phones approved
by Teresa Tarantino
staff reporter

The University is installing
three additional emergency
within
phones around
accordthe next several
ing to Maxine Allen , coordinator
of the University's telecommunications services.
The phones will be Installed

between lots 2 and K east of
Conklin, at the northeast edge of
the Jerome Library, and between Moseley Hall and Erjoler
South.
With the installation of these
phones the University will be
equipped with a total of nine
emergency phones on campus.
The cost of the phones, which
• Sae Phase, page 4.

Editorial
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A vague ordinance
■^ower is bestowed in a number of ways - elecX tion to office, promotion to prominence, chance,
inheritance.
Even in a highly structured system, individuals
can sometimes attain power when the limits of
their discretion aren't clearly defined.
Such is the case with the city of Bowling Green's
disorderly conduct ordinance. Officers responding
to a loud party can issue citations for disorderly
conduct when there is "unreasonable noise" (city
ordinance 132.04).
Isn't "unreasonable noise" unreasonably vague?
We think so.
The United States Supreme Court thinks so, too.
In Thornhill vs. Alabama (1940), the Supreme
Court ruled that a state law concerning picketing
was too vague, and therefore unconstitutional.
At the very least, Bowling Green's law needs to
be narrowed. The wording needs to be more specific to guard against potential abuses by police
officers.
The ordinance has fallen under scrutiny lately.
Student Legal Services lawyer Sandra Scott is
taking cases involving disorderly conduct charges
to trial because she claims the penalty is too high
for students who plead guilty.
She may succeed in getting the rate reduced. But
this may be incentive for innocent people to plead
guilty in order to pay the cheaper fine.
But we applaud Scott's initiative. The students
seem to have been entrusted with someone who is
sincerely concerned with their rights.
The students themselves need to make their
voices heard. Dozens of students are prosecuted
each year under a law which we consider unjust.
City and University officials will discuss the
disorderly conduct law and the actions of police
responding to loud parties at a forum Monday, Oct.
7, at 6 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Students can send a message to city law makers
and law enforcers. A large, vocal turnout would be
an indication of a concerned student body. Sparse
turnout would be an invitation to legal abuse.
Motes from the doctor

A sophomoric Doc

My lab partner Blondie is a
Spanish major, and enjoys seeing me surfer while trying to
understand her fluent speech.
When I finally told her she
wasn't being fair, she said, "tell
me again, what's your major?"
When I replied, "English, you
know that, she just smiled and
purred, "Well, it you talk to me
in your major, shouldn't I be
allowed to talk to you in mine?"
My friend the Nurse was in a
heated religious argument with
our friend the Prolific Protestant, when the latter said to the
Catholic lady, "It's not that God
isn't listening to your prayers.
It's just that he isn't always
taking you seriously."
The best quote from last Saturday's 27-22 victory by the
Bowfing Green Throwing Machine over Akron came shortly
before kickoff when a frustrated
student was trying to point out
Falcon quarterback Brian McClure to his visiting mother. It
seems mom couldn't quite
fathom exactly what a quarterback was, and couldn't see
well enough to pick out Brian's
No. 18. Finally, the frustrated
fan exclaimed, "Look, mom.
He's the one wearing the halo."
Sudden thought: I definitely
believe in reincarnation.
Haven't you ever noticed bow
many people suddenly come to
life on Thursday night?

several classic old diamond
tales, such as this: many years
ago, the Pittsburgh Pirates had
a great outfielder named Paul
Waner who was also notoriously
famous for his drinking exploits.
On one occasion, the man, nicknamed "Big Poison," came to
the ballpark quite obliterated,
and struck out his first three
times up. When he came to the
plate in the ninth with the winning run on base, he promptly
ripped a triple to left, inspiring
the opposing manager to leap
out of the dugout and chase
Waner around the bases
screaming "Damn it! Damn it!
You would sober up now! I!"
My buddy Butch recently
asked me to define "bigamy''
for him; I replied "that's when
you have one too many wives."
knowing he had me trapped, he
shot back "funny . .. that's exactly how I define marriage."
From the "Well, I never actually thought of it that way"
department: Pavlov taught his
dogs to eat when they heard a
bell. Can you imagine what they
might have done to an Avon
Lady?
Classic door sign of the week,
as seen on the message board of
a staff member at St. Thomas
More University Parish: "I'm
still watching.'' It was signed
simply, yet menacingly, "God."
Running out of time ... running out of space. . . running out
of ideas! ...
So, until next week, memorize
the words to the BGSU Alma
Mater (they could one day save
your life), and remember: if
soap operas were meant to be
realistic, the people in them
would spend more time watching soap operas.

As the major league baseball
season heads into the homestretch, I have been reminded of

Mike "Doc" Doherty Is as
more English major from i
ing Green.

by Doc Doherty
Well. I hear some people
around campus consider these
weekly prescriptions from your
friendly neighborhood doctor
"sophomoric. Well, of course!
Ana here's another offering
from an admitted sophomore

—
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Don't compare Rose to Cobb
by Matt Wlnkeljohn
One can only hope that an end
will soon come to the ongoing Ty
Cobb/Pete Rose debates.
While chasing Cobb's career
bit mark this summer. Rose has
been under a powerful media
microscope comparing him in
every conceivable way to the
immortal "Georgia Peach."
Countless people have muttered
about toe additional at-bats
Rose needed to reach Cobb's
mark of 4,191. Many have argued that Cobb was a better
player than Rose, or that Cobb
was a far better hitter. There
are not enough fingers in Bowling Green to count all the no-win
Rose/Cobb arguments that have
ended in draws.
Former Cleveland Indian second baseman Bill
Wambsganss's comments in last
Sunday's Cleveland Plain
Dealer were the latest example
of the senseless comparisons.
Wambsganss, who played
against Cobb from 1914 to 1926,
said Cobb was the best.
"Cobb was much better. He
could do things with the bat
nobody could do, including Rose,
and that's a cinch, said
Wambsganss.
The central issue, should not
be who the better hitter is, but
rather that Rose now holds one
of the most amazing records in
the history of sports.

history, just owner of the most
hits.
A few weeks ago there were
letters in the Plain Dealer's editorial page saying Rose's record
should be accompanied by an
asterisk explaining be had more
at-bats than Cobb.
Perhaps then an asterisk
should be placed beside Walter
Payton's career rushing mark
because he played longer than
Jim Brown.
Maybe an asterisk should then
be placed beside Hank Aaron's
name since he required more atbats than Babe Ruth to hit the
most home runs in baseball bisMost assuredly an asterisk
should accompany the driver's
name in the record books every
time the world speed record is
broken. The ensuing statement
might read: "* Broke existing
record with benefit of additional
technologies and aerodynamic
advantages. These are reasons
why 1911 record of 32.8 mpb was
broken."
There was no talk of an aster-

isk beside Rickey Henderson's
name when the 24 year-old broke
Lou Brock's single season stolen
base mark. Brock stole bis 118
bases as a 35-year-old man.
There may as well be a rule
saying that to set a new record,
the record-breaker must set the
new mark in fewer attempts, or
in less time.
Cobb's numbers speak for
themselves. He owns, or has
owned, several American and
Major League records. His career batting average of .367 is all
that need be mentioned in proving he was a truly great hitter.
He also held the career stolenbase record for SO years.
But no one wanted to put an
asterisk beside Brock's name
when he broke that record although he had the advantage of
playing on quicker surfaces.
(The increased frequency of injuries on astro-turf, and similar
playing surfaces, make debateable the term "advantage.")
Both Rose and Cobb were
among the very best of their
respective times. They are also
both among the greatest players

in all of baseball history. However, even if they played at the
same time, no one could say
which player was better and be
considered correct by everyone.
Different players do different
things in different ways while
helping their teams in different
ways.
Rose should simply be recognized as the all-time hit leader
that he is. He did do it with more
at-bats, but that is not the point.
He has earned his way into the
record books by playing the
game with as much intensity as
anyone who ever picked up a
baU and bat.
Rose is the owner, or co-owner
of more than 30 National and
Major League records. His accomplishments are a tribute to
bis determination, durabilty and
hard work. He should be recognized for being the player he is.
and has been, for the last 24
seasons. He should not be berated for playing the game
longer than everyone before
him.
Winkeljohn is a senior sports
information major from Marietta, Ga.

There are several types of
people who take the side of
Cobb. Many older people take
his side. ("Older" meaning
those who played against Cobb,
or saw him play.) Some mention
the fact Rose needed more atbats than did Cobb. And others
might argue on behalf of Cobb
simply because they do not like
the "brash, confident, and often
overly cocky Rose.
The argument over who was
better should not overshadow
Rose's accomplishment. The debate about the game's all-time
greatest hitter will continue as
long as baseball, hot dogs, apple
Cle and Chevrolet are mentioned
i the same sentence. For now,
Pete Rose is baseball's all-time
hit leader. He does not claim to
be the best hitter in baseball

Letters
Put uniformed cops
on campus at night
Saturday afternoon I was taking my parents, grandmother,
and 14 year-old sister on a walk
through the north side of campus, down the sidewalk that goes
along Ridge Street by the cemeSand intramural fields. We
ed through the tunnel of
trees whose color is just beginning to turn with the coming of
As we strolled along, I pointed
out the buildings on the other
side of the field.
"There's Anderson Arena and
the Business Administration
I hesitated to tell my grandmother this.
"Last spring a girl was raped
in those bushes over there."
I pointed to the bushes on the
norm side of the BA building.
My grandmother looked at the
spot.
"My, what a beautiful place
this is during the day," she said.
That's all that was said, and we
kept walking.
I didn't tell them about the girl
who was attacked last Monday
night while walking past the
Moore Musical Arts building, or
the 17 year-old freshman girl
who In the most beautiful part of
campus, was held down by one
man while another one raped
her. I looked at my very pretty
little sister, not so little anymore. I think of how every time
that I try to call home the line is
busy with her talking to her
friends. She is in love with Bowling Green, she sees the "gorgeous guys" and she says that
this is where she wants to go to
college. I think of the 17 year-old
girl whose life has been shattered by rape. Remember the
rape scene in "Forced Vengeance"? It's nauseating to
flunk of that happening at all,
least of all under the tall, old
trees in front of the Home I
nnrmaf building.
How can a place that is so
beautiful and well-maintained
during the day be so frightening
at night? What will it take to
keep this from tappaitiiiifl again,

maybe tonight? We've had the
Guardian Angels, we have the
Escort Service, and we have
struck the women of Bowling
Green with a paranoia that only
seems to grow, yet we still seem
to have a rape or "attack" every
week, and I refer only to those
that are reported.
Why don't we have uniformed
police petroling the campus on
foot? The only reason I can see
is that Campus Safety and Security has so few patrolmen who
are In shape enough to handle
walking a few laps around the
campus at night. I also doubt
thatthe most well-conditioned of
these protectors of ours could
catch a fleeing rapist on foot,
though I'd like to be proven
wrong. But certainly the knowledge that an armed police officer is within shouting distance
would be a deterrent to rape.
These attacks have occured in
places out of view from the
nearest street and therefore in a
pretty safe place from being
seen by a passing patrol car. I
propose that some gasoline be
saved and a few good pairs of
walking shoes be purchased because a campus as beautiful
during the day as ours is, should
be just as beautiful and safe at
Robert T. Slater
322 Offenhauer Eait
I7247U

Bursar's, office help
cheerful, friendly
After a long tiring day, the last
thing one wants to do is stand in
line at the Bursar's Office wait-

ing for two freshman to get new
temporary I.D. cards issued.
When I was in this situation the
other day, the ten minute wait
seemed like an eternity. Much to
my surprise, however, I was
greeted by a smiling, helpful,
woman. The day before I had
been at the Bursar's window and
she had accidentally forgotten to
return my driver's license to
me. She then called me at home
to inform me of her mistake.
When I went in to pick my license up, she apologized for the
inconvenience while smiling
cheerfully. I left feeling happy,
whereas a few minutes earlier
my impatience was getting the
best of me. Just wanted to let
everyone know, contrary to popular opinion, there are caring,
friendly people at the Bursars
Office.

Marilyn J. Hoy
IN Bright Road
Flodlay

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.

LlsaStableln
4M Irriimai Ave.
Apt 114

Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be
longer than 500 words.

3SZ-18M

Kudos to police
for restroom arrests

The Afews reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.

Congratulations to the Bowling Green police and campus
security officers for their recent
investigation of illegal sexual
activity at BGSU. As a state
taxpayer and mother of a BGSU
alumna, I heartily endorse their
steps to enforce the laws against
public soliciting. Contrary to the
statements made by the more
liberal factions on campus, such
sexual laws are on the books
because they do reflect the "legal and community" standards.

All submissions are subject
to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
Hie BG News
211 West Rail

by Berke Breathed
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I would like to also add my
thanks to Dr. Jerry Bergman,
Ph.D. for his letter of September
12,198S. His reasoned comments
on the inappropriateness of such
behavior among students and
faculty were appreciated.
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Noise
makes
waves
Consideration keeps students out of court
by Part Boerger
reporter
If your neighbor tells you that
you are being too noisy, be considerate or you may have to face
the consequences.
Captain Matt Brichta of the
Bowling Green City Police said
noise is a problem in Bowling
Green.
"The department receives 50
party-related calls concerning
noise on weekends when campus-wide events are taking
place," Brichta said.
Brichta said students usually
are arrested and fined for littering, disorderly conduct and open
container.
Some party-goers "threaten
officers, throw bottles and
shower the officers with beer,"
Brichta said.
During August the police arrested 14 people for Uttering, 57
for open container and 47 for
disorderly conduct.
ONCE ARRESTED, a student
must go to court.
"Most students waive the trial
and plead guilty," said Sandy
Weichman, deputy clerk at
Bowling Green Municipal Court.
The waiver for disorderly con-

duct is $75, and $55 for Uttering
and open container.
"If the student goes to court,
they pay a $30 court cost and can
be fined up to $100 if found
guilty," Weichman said.
Students living on campus experience many of the same problems as students Uving off
campus.
"Toe most common complaints are from loud stereos
and noisy parties," Barbara
KeUer, director of residence education, said.
"If there is a problem with
noise, then approach your neighbor courteously because they
might not know that they're
being too noisy," KeUer said.
If this approach fails, KeUer
said students should talk with
their resident adviser.
"The staff is there to help,"
she said.
KELLER SAID if the noise
persists, students can receive
written warnings, a referral to
the Office of Standards and Procedures and in extreme cases
probation from the University.
The Office of Standards and
Procedures had 79 cases of disorderly conduct, 85 cases of open
container and 36 violations of

AAeadowview Courts
Apartment

quiet hours during the summer
of 1984 through the spring of
1965.
Susan Gatton, apartment
manager for Newlove Management said Newlove investigates
aU complaints.
"We ask the tenant if they've
talked to their neighbor," Gatton said. "When the tenants
can't settle the problem, we
send a foUow up letter stating
the Landlord Tenant Act."
The Landlord Tenant Act is a
law passed in Ohio stating the
landlord's and resident's responsibUites.
"One of these responsibilities
is the right to quiet in the
home," Gatton said.
Sending a letter usually solves
the problem, she said.
Captain Brichta gave additional hints on having an interference-free party.
"Never invite more people
than you can accommodate,"
Brichta said.
If more people are invited
than space aUows, parking violations may result, Brichta said.
"Many times there are an
excess of motor vehicles blocking in other residents," Brichta
said.

Students may get clean slate
by Nancy Boatwick
staff reporter
The opportunity for returning non-traditional students
to eliminate past grade point
averages may soon be a reality.
In their last meeting the
Undergraduate Council approved unanimously a policy
which would aUow students to
return to the University after
a minimum of five years absence without the obstacle of
poor grades, according to
Eloise Clark, chairwoman of
the Undergraduate CouncU.
If approved bv the Faculty
Senate, the academic forgiveness policy will give non-traditional students the option of
dropping their previous grade
point averages, giving them a
second chance at earning an
undergraduate degree here at

Fraternity
receives
top honor

the University.
The policy states that credit
earned with a "D" grade
would be forfeited, while
credit earned with a "C"
grade or "S" would be carried over upon re-entry. Students will be required to
complete at least 30 additional hours prior to receiving a
bachelor's degree.
TO BE ELIGIBLE for academic forgiveness, a student
must have previously attended the university and
request in writing to participate in the program from the
registrar. Students wiU have
up to a year from readmission to make their request.
The policy, suited to be
enacted this summer or next
faU, wiU not be retroactive,
Clark said.
The poUcy was originaUy
A University fraternity.
Sigma Phi EpsUon, has received
the Buchanan Outstanding
Chapter Award for the third
time in four biennial terms.
The University organization,
part of the second largest national fraternity in the world,
was selected out of a possible 243
chapters nationwide to receive
the award.
The honor recognizes chapters
with the best overall performance in fraternity and campus

THE MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON

J'HEAR?
VIDEO SPECTRUM'!
MOVING!

Located at 190 S. Main
332-763*

Call now at 352-1195

Full line of service for men & women

• Two Bedroom Unfurnished

GET THAT HOMECOMING
HAIRCUT NOW!

$265 plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage
All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at 8" and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-4:30
214 Napoleon Rd.

proposed to the CouncU with a
10-year waltini period before
a student could return, she
said. But members of the
CouncU felt that a long waiting period may deter students
from returning.
After the majority of CouncU agreed about two weeks
ago on a time period of five
years, the policy was accepted unanimously and sent
to the Committee on Academic Affairs for review.
The Committee on Academic Affairs reviewed the
policy last week and forwarded it to the Senate Executive Committee (SEC) of the
Faculty Senate, with the recommendation the poUcy be
enacted without a vote of the
Senate, according to Roger
Anderson, chairman of the
Committee on Academic Affairs.
operation. The areas of criteria
include academic standing, new
membership, community service, and campus achievement.
Despite the award being biennial, "We are continuing our
high standards and traditions,"
said Tim Craig, a sophomore
marketing public relations major in the fraternity.
The national award is given
every two years in remembrance of Edwin Buchanan, who
was Sigma Phi EpsUon's grand
national treasurer for 34 years.

That's Right!!!
on October 7

VIDEO SPECTRUM
will open at
112 E. Washington
(AoMfMlhtrMlOfRct)

•Plenty of FREE Parking
•3.500 W STORE Titles
•Locally Owned &
Operated
•Cheap Rental
Any Questions Call

Buys I Gals Haircuts
SB
Include* wot and dry cut.

Our Talent Goes To Your Head

352-4171

We card you
for your
own good.
Get an extra 10% discount*
when you show us your Student I.D.

friievco
DISCOUNT DRUG

TM

'(Only B.G.S.U. Student IDs Qualify For 10% Discount)
Doa> Not Apply to Alcohol. Tobacco Products. Film Products. Maouinas or Sort Drinks

BOWLING GREEN • Crossroads Plaza 1135 S. Main Street • 354-3911 • Open Mon-Sat 9-9 • Sun 10-6
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Faculty
adviser
named
Radio news organization gets facelift
by Julie Fauble
staff reporter

The Bowling Green Radio
News Organization has a new
structure and is striving to get
the news out to the community.
BGRNO is an autonomous organization that provides news to
both campus radio stations,
WBGU and WFAL, said Duane
Pohlman, WBGU-FM news director and senior broadcast
journalism major. He added
that it was started back in the
1950s by students looking for
broadcasting experience.
The structure of the news organization has recently been
changed with the elimination of
the position of news manager,
according to Linda Wurzbacher,
news director of WFAL and junior broadcast journalism major. The duties of the news
manager, which included budgeting and acting as a mediator
between the stations, are now
divided between the news directors of WBGU and WFAL, she
said.
This year the station has a
faculty advisor after going several years without one according
to Cara Sabin, the previous news
manager. She said that she re-

BG News,Mn H<m,a,h

Members of the United Roofing and Sheet Metal company of Toledo begin replacing the gutters on
the roof of the McFall Center yesterday.

5

NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT *|
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA

Eight student organizations each select one student member to the \
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students interested in j
being considered for selection to ACGFA may contact one of the
organizations listed below. The selection process will be completed by J
Friday, October 18, 1985.
Black Student Union
Resident Student Association
Commuter Off-Campus Organization Third World Graduate Association
Latin Student Union
Women for Women
Panhellenic Council
World Student Association

WURZBACHER SAID the
added responsibilities of the
news manager take up more of
the news directors' time, but
that it also allows for more communication between the radio
stations. The news managers
also work with the reporters on
their regular assignments and
help with the talk shows.
Pohlman said the structure
change gives the radio stations
more of a say in what news they
get, adding that the organization's recent move from South
Hall to West Hall, where the
radio stations are located, has
also brought BGRNO into closer
communication with the radio
stations.
Pohlman said BGRNO is trying to meet the news needs of the
Bowling Green community and
Wood County as well as the

• Continued from page 1.
were subsidized by funds from
the Student Affairs Department,
is about $1,000 each for installation. There is an additional
charge of $450 a month for maintaining service of the phones.
The phones, which ring directly into the communication
center at Public Safety, are activated as soon as they are lifted
from the receiver. Each phone
also activates a separate light
on the dispatch switch board
which identifies which phone
has been picked up, even ifnothingissaid.
JEAN YARNELL, manager
of Parking Services, said the
phones are not used frequently
but they do serve a vital purpose. "Fortunately their existence is a deterrent, (to people
looking to commit a crime),"
she said.
Yarnell said vandalism of the

phones has not been a problem,
perhaps because students realize the importance of the immediate access to police
assistance.
"If a student (vandalizes an
emergency phone) they may be
setting themselves up. They
may be the next ones to need it,'
she said.
The phones are to be used only
in emergencies, and people
caught abusing them may face
criminal prosecution, she said.
Yarnell cited several examples of situations which would
require use of the phones including the need for police or medical assistance and the reporting
of fires and crimes and suspicious persons or activities.
Yarnell said she would like to
see additional phones installed,
perhaps at the tar south point of
campus at WBGU-TV and in the
area of Founders and West Hall.

: 50* OFF!
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Pat Barret
Matt Blank
Chris Brooks
Eric Buehler
^
Brian Chambers m
Tony Chenevey S
Kent Ely
ijj
John Graber
Dave Healy
Greg Hickey
Bill Hutchman
Jon Inglefield
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Art Exhibition - The annual
BGSU School of Art Faculty
Exhibition continues through
Oct. 13 at the BGSU Fine Arts
Gallery. Admission is free.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m.-5
p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m.
Sundays.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
tunes of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome and must be
turned In typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

Participants will study and discuss global issues facing the United Nations,
present a simulation of the Security
Council on campus, and go to the
national MCIN in New York City, etc.

|

Deadline for applications: Monday, Oct. 14
For more information, contact Professor
Tsuneo Akaha, Dept. of Political Sciences

Chris Kingston
Mike Luzny
David McClelland
Steve Menker
m. Don Pond
m Jim Purtell
f Randy Solcum
Todd Szopo
Doug Tailford
Todd Urmanic
Jeff Wait
Scott Weaver

Bowling Green

352-1539
ONE LARGE
PIZZA WITH
ONE ITEM
Limited Delivery Area

i

Concert-Trombonist Paul
Hunt will give a faculty recital at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital
Hall of the BGSU Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission
is free.

are now available from
Dept. of Political Science

Present Their Fall 1985 Pledge
Class

Wednesday, Oct. 2

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
1985-86

1 The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon
1

BOTH DIRECTORS said they
want to make the experiences of
their staff as professional as
possible.
"If we're trying to do anything
here, we're trying to give people
a real sense of being a radio
news person," Pohlman said.
"We're trying to instill into our
members the idea that a job as a
reporter is not 9 to 5. IPs a 24hour 1job because news is 24
hours. '
Aside from regular newscasts,
BGRNO is involved in talk
shows on the stations, "Head to
Head" on WFAL and "Forum"
on WBGU. "Head to Head"
takes on controversial issues,
and "Forum" deals with topics
of interest to the community,
Pohlman said.

Applications for participation in

Any Mwll 10" plr
or larf* sub

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN BG.

University because WBGU is the
3 radio station that specify serves the Bowling Green
community.
"The University is a major
part of the area, but there are
things outside of the University
that we need to be concerned
with," he said.
Wurzbacher said WFAL will
be covering more campus
events and things of concern to
on-campus students.

Dateline-

Phones

Gutter Busters

signed from her position with
the approval of the faculty at the
beginning of the year because
there was some conflict between
what the advisor and the news
manager should do.
Sabin, a junior journalism major, still co-hosts a talk show on
WBGU called "Asking Questions."

I

Sunday Wednesday
4:00 p.m. ■ 2:00 a.m.
Thurs.-FrL-Sat
4:00 p.m. • 3:00 a.m.

$5

99 !

Our drivers carry less than $20"

1
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News Briefs
Reagan makes move on South African sanctions
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan yesterday banned the importation of Krugerrands,
effective Oct. 11^ putting into place a key element
of the administration's program of limited economic sanctions designed to move South Africa
°*gy from its system of racial segregation.
The president acted in an executive order issued
as a follow-up to sanctions imposed on Sept. 9
which he said were designed to deal with an
unusualand extraordinary" emergency in South
Africa. That nation is in the grip of turmoil over

the racial separation policy, apartheid.
Reagan said he acted "in view of the continuing
nature of that emergency.'
Secretary of State George Shultz told the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee on Sept. 17 that the
ban on Krugerrand imports was expected to take
effect within a matter of weeks.
The earlier executive order also called for
restrictions on bank loans to South Africa and
exports of computers and nuclear technology.

SSKSS#

Israeli planes attack PLO headquarters in Tunisia
HAMAM PLAGE, Tunisia (AP) - Streaking 1 500 miles across the Mediterranean Sea, Israeli
warplanes bombed Palestine Liberation Organization headauarters in a Tunis suburb yesterday
andtoe PLO said as many as 60 people were
c

The jets swept low over the coast to strike
Y1fi?6r„Arafat s headauarters only 12 miles south
of the Tunisian capital. Although Arafat escaped
the devastating attack, the Israeli bombs destroyed his political headquarters, his residence

and the homes of several PLO officials.
Dressed in military fatigues and appearing
distressed, Arafat and an aide inspected the
damage and talked with the wounded. Arafat has
made his main headquarters in Tunisia since he
was driven out of Beirut by the Israelis in 1982
4 & T? Aviv- Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin
told a briefing the raid was to retaliate for the
Yo
™Kippurslayings of three Israelis aboard a

Soviet hostages alive, intelligence sources say
DPTDTPP

t -t

.
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BEIRUT Lebanon (AP) - A telephone caller
said yesterday that two of four kidnapped Soviet
Embassy employees had been killed, but intelligence sources said they were alive and the purported abductors produced photographs of them.
The instant photos, in color, showed all four
Soviets with guns at their heads. An accompanying message said they would be killed unless a
Syrian backed offensive against fundamentalist
Moslems in the northern port of Tripoli was called
off.

Go Krogering

There was no indication in the pictures of the
day or time the photos were taken.
The photos were delivered to a Western news
agency in Beirut with the statement, which said:
We will start carrying out the death sentence on
the first hostage at 9. p.m. (2 p.m. EDT) sharp
Tripoli stoMa^eiStiC campaign against btamic
But as the deadline passed, there was no indication whether any action had been taken.

Shop your local
Bowling Green
Kroger for a wide
variety of delicious
ideas for all your
meal and party
planning. Your
taste buds won't
etyou say No!

Rhodes silent on running mate for gubernatorial election
COLUMBUS (AP) - An associate of former
Republican Gov. James Rhodes declined comment yesterday on a report that Rhodes would
choose a state representative from Ashland as his
running mate in next year's gubernatorial election.
"That will be at the governor's (Rhodes') discretion, said James Duerk, a business associate
of the former four-term governor. He said he did
not know when Rhodes would announce his choice
for lieutenant governor.

Cuyahpga County Republican Party Chairman
Robert Hughes said Monday that Rhodes probably
would choose state Rep. Thomas Van Meter, RAsMand, as a running mate. Hughes said the two
met privately at a GOP picnic in Cleveland
Sunday.
"They just talked briefly," Duerk said yesterX' w talked to a number of people there."
Van Meter said yesterday that he and Rhodes
have met but have not talked about specific
matters.

Union Carbide faces possible fines in chemical leak
WASmNGTON (AP) - The Occupational Safety
and Health Administration on yesterday proposed
fo*!« Union Carbide Corp. $32,100 in the Aug!ll
chemical leak at its pesUade^roducing plant in
Institute, W.Va■., that hospitalized more than 135
people.
The company said it plans to contest the fines.
The leak occurred because plant managers
failed to realize that a mixture of two chemicals
had been left in a tank that was inadvertently
heated, causing gaskets on it to rupture due to a

pressure buildup, OSHA said.
The leak stemmed from the uncontrolled decomposition of aldlcarb oxime, a substance used
to produce the pesticide "Temik," the Labor
Department agency said. Six Union Carbide employees were hospitalized, along with 129 residents living near the plant.
..On A"g- L a tank containing the chemical
dichloromethane was overloaded with aldicarb
oxime at the Institute facility, OSHA said.

fW»Wi

The SRC Needs Your Help!

1

Volunteers are needed for the
7th Annual Triathlon

9K

- 9K the Meat Vepu-dtwd ■

^tpstuden/'Recreation Cenfer

Meetings: Tues., October 1
7:30 p.m.
Wed., October 2
9:00 p.m.
Location: SRC Conference Room
Must atttend one meeting
Contact Michelle Harder or Larry McDonald
with questions 372-2711

•M0RRELL BONELESS PORK LOIN
•CUMBERLAND 6AP BONELESS HAM
•ECKRICH SMOKED SAUSAGE OR
KIELBASSA
•CLAUSSEN PICKLES
•OSCAR MAYER SELECT LUNCNMEAT
•SWIFT BROWN ft SERVE SAUSAGE
•RENO PIZZA
OnikeSeoioodSktppe

•SEA STAR FISH N BATTER FILLETS
•SEAFOOD SALADS

163 S. Main St.
352-2595

9K

ate Gwxiuf Defxwlmad-

•KR0GER ORANGE JUICE
•ESPIRIT YOGURT

Open Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

•DANISH HORNS
•KROGER WHEAT SQUARES

•KROGER PEANUT BUTTER
•7-UP-RC COLA
•SARA LEE BAGELS

.^

Ike Kuuje* Guide*

•VARIETY MELONS
•PINEAPPLE
•AVOCADOS
•VEGETABLE DIP-MARZETTI OR
BETTY'S SALAD DRESSING
•SUNNY DELIGHT/LIBBY FROST
•EXOTIC FRUIT
•NICE ft NATURAL DRINKS
•FRESH PURE ORANGE JUICE
•MUSHROOMS
•PEARS (B0SC, GREEN, RED)
•APPLES (RED, GOLD,
GRANNY SMITH)
•FRESH CIDER

3
EXCITING
DAYS ONLY!

4$,

Monday and Wednesday
Mexican Fiesta
Serving the biggest
and best enchiladas
north of the border
™™«

Coupon

Coupon

Kaufmans Downtown

Kaufmans Downtown

SO*
■*V
| Expires 11 /28/85

Discount on
Soup of the Day
Peanut Butter Cream Pie

7*%*
' "*
Discount on
j Expires 11 /28/85 Fresh or Fried Veggies

SAMPLE ANT OF THESE FINE
DELI-CHEESE SHOPPE PRODUCTS
•RUSSERBOLOGNA
•SPRINGDALE FIRMS NMD SALAMI
•SMOKED TURKEY BREAST
•CHICKEN BREAST
•HERLOCHER'S DIPPING MUSTARD
•SANDWICH SPREAD
•FRENCH ONION DIP
•NEPTUNE SALAD
•PINAC0LADA DESSERT
•SIGNATURE ANTIPAST0 SALAD
•SPRINGDALE FARMS REEF SAUSAGE AND
HOT SWEET MUSTARD

•TOASTED CINNAMON BREAD
•PECAN TWIRLS
•INTERNATIONAL CAKES
•CNEESE AND CINNAMON MINI CROISSANTS
•COOKIES
•WARM SARLIC RREAO W/SAUCE CULINAIRE
•NACN0 CHIPS WITH MEXICAN SALSA AND
NACH0 CHEESE DIP
•MERKT'S CNEESE WITN BRETON AND
CARERET CRACKERS
COPYRIGHT 1985 THE KROGER CO
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Ruggers edge Bobcats
Bowling Green's rugby team
bumped heads with a vastly
Improved Ohio University squad
and managed to bring home two
victories and a tie last weekend.
The Falcons tied the Bobcats
0-0 in the first match but won 8-4
and 15-9 in the second and third
matches.
"We kind of innocently walked
into a buzzsaw down there."
Falcon coach Roger Mazzarella
said. "They had ten kegs of beer
just out of the end zone, a thousand people on the sideline, and
every time one of the OU players

just looked at us cross-eyed, the
crowd went into a roar."
But crowd support didn't
translate into points for OU. as
BG kept the Bobcats penned up
in their own end of the field. OU
managed to cross midfield only
three times in the first match.
The noisy crowd did help the
Bobcats, though. An obviously
inspired OU defense stopped the
Falcons short of the goal line
eight times.
Both teams had a chance to
win the first match with penalty

Photo/Roger Mazzarela
Bowling Green's Mark Laimbeer prepares lo kick the ball during last
weekend's match • with Ohio University. The Falcons Dave Meyer
(background) looks on.

kicks late in the game, but both
kicks traveled to the right before
going over the crossbar.
"WE'VE REALLY been hurt
with all the nit-picky injuries
we've had. though that should be
largely alleviated this weekend
when most of those guys return." Mazzarella said. "I think
well see OU again this weekend
at the Ohio Championships, and
some of the factors that contributed to the tie won't exist."
BG captain Dave Meyer said
referee Jim Starr lost control of
the match very early, and the
Bobcat's field was over 15 yards
too short.
"Our backs kept running into
each other," Meyer said.
With so many veterans on the
sidelines, it was left to the rookies and second season players to
get the Falcon offense in gear to
match the field conditions.
Rookie lock Ken Engard
opened the scoring in the second
match with a pushover try, but
minutes later Bobcat Jim Soleather tied it at 4-4, scoring on a
75-yard breakaway. But Pat
Barrett iced the 84 BG victory
with a try to end the game.
The talented toe of English fly
half Haroon Khan led the Falcons to victory for the second
straight week. Khan had two
conversion kicks and his 45-yard
drop kick field goal broke the
back of a budding Bobcat rally.
TRIES BY scrum half Joe
Cipriani and rookie prop John
Usteszewski finished out the
scoring as BG won the third
match 154.
This week the Falcons travel
to Columbus to participate in the
Ohio Collegiate Championships.
The heavily favored Falcons are
seeded first in the tournament
despite the tie with OU.
"There isn't any reason we
can't win this thing," Mazzarella said. "Most of our injured
have healed and we are deep
enough at each position that we
can platoon at most positions
over the course of the five game
tournament."

K
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Bowling Green obtained three offensive linemen; al
Mark Nelson, Eric Helgesen. and Mike Joyce.

are junior college transfers. Left to right,

JC transfers bolster line
by Ron Fritz

sports reporter

When Bowling Green graduated a big chunk
of its offensive line last year, football coach
Denny Stolz decided to go with proven veterans
instead of freshmen to protect quarterback
Brian McClure.
So, Stolz and his staff invaded the junior
college ranks and grabbed three big offensive
linemen - 6-3, 245, center Eric Helgesen, 6-4,
270, tackle Mark Nelson, and 6-4, 260, tackle
Mike Joyce.
"We knew we'd be losing four senior starters
and our freshman linemen weren't ready to
step in," offensive line coach Jan Quarless
said. "We don't expect offensive line men to be
ready until their junior year. The guys from the
JCs had already refined their blocking skills
and were physically ready to play."
Helgesen, the Falcons' starting center, attended Palomar Junior College in Palomar,
Calif., because he didn't know what he wanted
to do after high school.
"I didn't really get looked at by a college
team in high school." he said. "So I sort of
soured on football. I knew the JC was my only
opportunity to play football. My parents talked
me into going out for the team.

THE REASONS Nelson, who attended Normandale J.C. in Bloomington, Minn., and
Joyce, who went to the College of DuPage in
Glen Ellyn, Dl, went to a JC differ from
Helgesen s.
"I went to a JC because I didn't have the
grades to go to a Division I school," Nelson, a
starting tackle for BG, said. "After my freshman year at the JC, I went Iowa State, where I
was red-shirted for a year. But I left there
because it wasn't like football it was like an
army. So I went back to the JC."
Joyce, a red-shirt tackle, said he decided to
go to a JC purely to play football.
The trio said they weren't ready physically or
mentally for Division I football and the JCs
helped them make the transition to a bigger
school.
"The JC gave me a chance to mature,"
Nelson said. ''It gives you a chance to play and
to have fun. You don't have to get beat up on a
scout team."
"I wouldn't be ready athletically or academically," Joyce said. "I gained more discipline. It
definitely helped me make the adjustment."
Quarless said a junior college can really help
an athlete. The training is sometimes as good
as what the athlete would have gotten if he were
red-shirted at a Division I school.
• See Transfers, page 7.

PI KAPPA PHI NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS^
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Adidas Sweatsuit
reg.44.95 now 34.95

♦ Ribs ♦

Every Thursday Night
Large portions of
Big Beef Ribs
or St. Louis Baby Back

Pork Ribs

Including Russell Crews
reg. 16.95 HOW 10.95
Russell Sweat Pants
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!
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All In Stock Racquetball
Racquets & Equipment Bags

20% OFF
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participating Little Caesari
Corn/ Out oriry One
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Nylon Pullover Windbreokers
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All Nylon Running Shorts
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20% OFF

Nylon Running Suits
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Expires 10/8/85
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'Boomer' belts long-ball
by PaulSilvi
sports reporter

The "Broadbent Boomer."
It's not a nur.ie-nin bat or
long-range gou club, but a style
of play sophomore Laura Broadbent has mastered.
This lady linkster hits the ball
further than anyone on Bowling
Green's women's golf team, averaging almost 230 yards
drive.
"Laura drives the ball farther
than anyone I've seen this fall,"
head coach Greg Nye said. "She
probably has one of the longest

shots in the Mid-West."
The walk-on from Warren admits the long-ball is the strongest part of her game, but she's
not without a short-game.
"I hit the ball good enough to
keep up1 with most of the competition,' Broadbent said. "But
I'm starting to score more on
my short game."
That she is. During the second
round of the Lady Northern Intercollegiate, Broadbent shot
seven birdies and lust missed
her eighth on a four-toot misfire.
"Laura continues to improve
her short-game," Nye said.
"She has a real nice touch

around the green."
THE ONLY thing Broadbent
lacks is exp-rience. She's the
"pup" on the team and according to coach Nye, the linkster
has plenty of untapped potential.
"Laura didn't have much instruction growing up," Nye said.
"She hasn't played a lot of golf
and needs some experience get' ' out of trouble-spots."
Sroadbent began tier golf career at John F. Kennedy High
School in Warren. After a few
lessons, she tried out for the
JFK golf team - the men's golf
team that is.
"The coach wanted me to
come out and my father encouraged me," Broadbent said.
"They didn't have a women's
golf team, and it was the only
opportunity I had to play."
Boomer, er Broadbent, was
the first woman to play on Kennedy's men's team. She also
captured the Most Valuable
Player award her senior year.
On coming to Bowling Green,
Broadbent initially wanted to
' basketball.
ketball season conflicted
with golf and I decided that
being outside was where I
wanted to be," .Broadbent said.
"I didn't like the idea of having
to discipline myself to get into
shape (tor basketball)."
BROADBENT DOESNT believe in lifting weights, either.
She attributes her strength to
wrestling matches while she
was growing up with her five
brothers.
It's strength which has helped
Broadbent rise to the top of her
game. At the Intercollegiate in
Ann Arbor, Mich., two weeks
ago, she finished in ninth place
out of 36 golfers. And last weekend at the Spartan Invitational,
she turned In scores of 78, 77,
and 80, good enough for eighth
place.
Broadbent also attributes her
overall improvement to summer
golf tournaments. She participated in the North-South Amateur in Pinehurst, NC, and
came away with a positive feeling.
"It was my first competition
with so many girls," Broadbent
said.

BG News/Alex Horvalh

Wyche praises Cincinnati
CINCINNATI (AP) - Coach
Sam Wyche said yesterday
his Cincinnati Bengals did
some maturing in their badly
needed victory Monday night
over the division rival PiftsSteelers.
le said the Bengals, previously winless in three
showed poise after
! behind the Steelers 2421 after three quarters and
before a roaring crowd in
Pittsburgh's Three Rivers
Stadium.
"There was a lot of growth
in this ballgame, a lot of
growth as far as the team was
concerned," he said. "It's a
credit to the players ... It's
also a compliment to the
coaches. The same thine goes
through a coach's mind as a
Elayer's. At some point, you
egin to wonder, 'Are we teaching them the right things?"
The Bengals, barraged with
criticism after giving up 113
points in the first three
games, faced an almost mustwin situation Monday to stay
in contention against Pittsburgh, now 2-2, which won the
AFC Central Division last

Transfers

• Continued from page 6.
"WHEN THOSE three came
out of high school, they weren't
ready for college football at this
level (Division I)," Quarless
said. "When they came out of
the JC, they were physically
bigger and stronger. Plus, they
learned the pass-blocking skills
they needed.
Helgesen, who had to travel
from California to play for BG,
said he doesn't miss home as
much as he thought.
"I'm just not the type that gets
homesick," he said. "I really
like BG. I might even stay here
for the summer. I did have to get
used to the cold weather and not
having a beach within walking
distance from my house."
Nelson, who had to finish work
on his Associate Arts degree
from Normandale this spring,
said most of the Big 10 schools
weren't interested in him because he would miss spring ball
and he was red-shirted at Iowa
State.

season by a game over Cincinnati. The Bengals began
Wyche's rookie year in 1984
by losing their first five
games, but finished strongly
to wind up 8-8, as runner-up to
the Steelers.
CINCINNATI'S DEFENSE
showed marked lmement in Monday night's
_ fs
-24 victory, forcing Pittsburgh turnovers in several
key situations despite giving
up 340 yards passing and 101
yards rushing.
Second-year quarterback
Norman "Boomer" Esiason,
making his second consecutive start for Cincinnati,
completed 19 of 27 passes for
three touchdowns and 184
yards with no interceptions.
Wyche singled out Esiason,
Cincinnati's offensive line
and running back James
Brooks for praise. Brooks,
who fumbled away the ball

E

left in the game to set up San
Diego's winning field goal in a
44-41 victory over the Bengals, rushed 18 times against
Pittsburgh for 133 yards, two
touchdowns and no fumbles
"BG didn't care about me
missing spring ball," the twotime JC all-American said.
"They even were glad I went to
Iowa State because it helped me
develop more blocking skills."
The trio are not only offensive
linemates, but they also room
together off-campus which
makes for a big food bill in the
house.
SINCE NELSON Nelson and
Helgesen are starters and Joyce
doesn't travel with the team
because he is a red-shirt, you
would think the situation is awkward, but that isn't the case,
according to Joyce.
"Sometimes it's bard, but I
know what I have to do to play
here," Joyce said. "But it has its
educational advantages because
it gives me an extra year to start
grad school. Of coursej I'd like
playing because I'm used
total*
to it.

. lg in the California
Bowl would be the only chance
they would have to see me play
in a BG uniform," he said. "Plus
I have a lot of relatives in
Fresno (sight of the Cal Bowl)
that would get to see me."
While the Falcon fans are
going to be betting on McClure
to lead BG to the post-season
bowl, Quarless is putting his
money on his Helgesen, Nelson
and the rest of the offensive line
to protect McClure.
•'Those three guys are really
super athletes and people," he
said.

50«off 1 dozen
Doughnuts with coupon
Expires Oct. 11

ANV LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA
$5.95
with coupon

I'm part
team," he said. "The coaches
are real good at stressing that
everyone is part of the team."
While the goal of the Falcons
is to get to the California Bowl, it
is extra special for Helgesen, so
his parents can get to see him

The Getaway
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Bowling Green's women's golfer Laura Broadbent prepares to hit the
ball during practice yesterday at Forrest Creason Golf Course.

and caught four passes for
another 27 yards.
Wyche said Esiason showed
poise when Pittsburgh's
comeback and the roaring
crowd appeared to sway momentum toward the Steelers.
"He progressed a lot in this
game, Wyche said. "In a
game like this, you either
progress or you look bad. He
didn't look bad."
Wyche declined, as he has
done lately, to say whether
Esiason, who played the entire game against Pittsburgh,
will remain the starting quarterback. Esiason's promotion
has sent to the sidelines Ken
Anderson, the 15-year veteran who led Cincinnati into
the 1981 Super Bowl, and
backup Turk Schonert, a sixyear pro known for his ability
to come off the bench and
spark the Bengals' offense.
"YOU LOOK at it a hundred ways. You don't want to
slight anyone, but only one of
them can play at a time,"
Wyche, a former Bengals
quarterback, said of his quarterbacks.
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
•"AU EDUCATION MAJORS'"
2

0/24

Found: HUory book In 102 Hanne on Tueeday
0/24 Plea*, on 3S3-O011
lo*t:

75th Armrveraary Committee Meeting
WM Od

Tues .

In Hay** Hal

We*** cat Dan 364-8113 REWARD

Box

ol

15 computer tksc

re*troom. Union

8 30

In

LARGE REWARO

Man*

Contact

Corajratutanon*

tnanka lor me great weekend
P.8. You are al Oia baatl

groat workl

Lew*. Annie

-ATTENTION ORDER OF OMEGAWe we: be having our second meeting tonight
IWedneedeyl at 10 00 p m m 103 BA It you

mMl on 4th Hoot Ed Bug

massed tie first meeting, here's your chance to
oaten upi See ya el tonight

HSU* YOUR COLLEOI

Arleaaten Sigma Nue. Alpha Phi Alphas. Zest

Rtekst 352-8816

RIDES

ATTENTION ASM MEMBERS

•W Seta*, and ATOc

Coma w • Wmmton oi the Apple ana
■M

Arm, Ames. Krtaay. Sue*, end Pepl m* Umo,
Thank* lor helping me through m* last week a

personal rxmputera by Jo* Fsiher

Abacus ■

Muting w* Be Wed . Ocl

ol

3 el 6

p m. tin South Hal Don't target duaal New
merrajers welcome'

•JOE NEEDED TO PtTTIBUROM OR VACINfTV
WEEKEND OF OCT 4 8 or I can leave Thur*.
10-3

Wl heap with ge* money • rjrlwng Cal

Alpha Chi* on winning the

Sigma Nu car stuff and SPIRIT' Keep up the
;

M. IsaSS YOU ALREADTII M-M.T
Guy. ol BG .

CongrMuMtori* on your Alphe XI Sigma Chi

Have you ootsan your Ply. Mu PNx yal?

engagenie.it lo Kail Love, ma Alpha XT*
MICHAEL CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOM
■40 AN ATO ACT1VEI I AM SO PROUD OF

Doug -1 haw you've bean xiourtng about in*.

p*rtner*l Let'* "Fed mo Or*** Week" and
win. •*-. wtnl

Hare are some due*: I have brown nak end

Loee - m* Ows Zawa

any? Your o*rnm* PM Osa*

eve*, am 88", 4 weigh 136

TACO TACO TACO

Aaaambly Room, or Thwredey. Oct. 10 at 8 00

THE FUN MAY BEGIN.
FOUTSTYPUG

MSB

Al

standards lor music*! entertainment
itive rates

welcome to attend

Hey rugby men (Phi. Jell. John):

WELL BE THERE.

WITH TONC AND GM

Chnahan Itaralure end books on wide range ol
social and theological aauee

Outside calete

naa

iiower

NEVER AGAIN

Cm. Saturday night we wl have a baa
Gat psyched lor Phi Mu Phlx Up
Your crazy PM Mu datea

EUROPEAN

Compet-

Light show Queer? sound

Cal us

NEW

WAVE

PARTY

GERMAN CLUB. Friday. Ocl

KAPPA SKU
KAPPA SKIS

Dan.

from

the

4 from 6:00 a

12 00 p m at St Thomas More SI OOadmta-

Need help with visual aids

1985 9 00pm

GREEK WEEK IS HERE!

OAMMAPHIS

GREEK WEEK IS HERE!

GAMMA PHIS
FALL INTO GREEK WEEK 'Ml

GREEK WEEK IS HEREI

The French Houae on Sorority Row

ALPHA CHI OMEGA PLEDGES
CCraaRATULATtONS

TO

ALL

OFFICERS

FOR GREEK WEEK NOW LET'S PROVE IT TO
THE REST OF CAMPUS. PSYCHED FOR THE

BEST WEEK EVERII PELTS

haU a meeting Thursday. October 3 M 7:30

ALPHA PHI NEOPHYTES-

ences In today', modem Japan. ALL ARE
WELCOME TO ATTEND. So come |oln IRO
and have ■ foreign altae-l

LOST AND FOUND

WATT

UNTIL

YOU

•no

- WE LOVE YOU YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERSI

LOST after Parent's Day Concert in vicinity of

Amy Petit.

Memorial Hal White corral bracelet, naa sent,

Corvjrstuletlone on gc-rtg active' I'm so proud ot

mental value If found cal 372-4747.

you' I lov* yout Lorl.

eat in or carry out
with coupon
998 S. Main Expires 10/11 352-4162

TOMLUOT.
DO YOU KNOW WHO YOUR DATE IS TO
DATE PARTY? WE DO!

GREEK WEEK IS HEREI

LOVE, THE GAMMA PHIS

GREEK WEEK IS HERE!

To our Cernbean Cruehee Bud. Tony V . Jay 1

GREEK WEEK IS HEREI

MR,
Do you have a due as lo who your date could

PATTY CRAFT

be? Continue to read and maybe youl e*e
Today • W*dn*aday and the hunt hee begun

Look out lor Alpha Pis. Sigma Chi, PI Kappa A

HGS HAVE COME TO AN END GREEK WEEK

Take I*, due and get ready tor run

Ff Greek Week loam'

IS HERE! YOU MAKE US PROUD AS WELL AS

GOVERNMENT HOMES from S1

THE REST OF THE GREEK SYSTEM FOR ALL

The scene Is set with stammers and lams
Your dale* can't wall to party with their man

(U Reps*) Also demquenl tax properly

YOUR EFFORTS AS GREEK WEEK CHAB-

Your next due wB coma In . day or two

CM 18058878000 Ext GH 9849 lor Mot-

MAN LOVE. YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS

and I »rl be tailored especiely tor youl

maeon

PI KAPPA PM WOULD LKE TO CONGRATULATE THE FOLLOWING ASSOCIATE MEM-

Love, Your Gamma Phi crushes
TO OUR ZBT DATES MIKE B . TOM,
JOE. ANO MIKE C

DENT/P U S.H).

TO TELL YOU WHAT YOU MUST DO.

WB you survive the KKG/ZBT Greek Olympiad?

SURER).

DAN

MARK

ELUOT

RtsCELLA

(TREA-

(SECRETARY),

THIS IS YOUR VERY 1.1 CLUE.
TO FIND OUT WHO YOUR DATES WILL BE.
IN THURSDAY'S PAPER YOU WILL SEE

Caribbean Crush

BRETT WEIMER (SOaAL/SPwaT). TsV. MCNALLY (CHAPLAW), ANO BRIAN WHITE

Cartbbatn Cweti

(SCHOLAHSHP).

VOT FOR JENNIFER WALTERS

CONOJUTULATIONS ALPHA SKI CAR STUF-

Ron. Thank* for the beet 3 yeers ol my Me You

ALPHA PHI GREEK GODDESS

FERS ON

make a M worthwhte I lov* you. Aim*

WINNING

THE

SIGMA NU CAR

ERS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Hey Bud.
Evan though the ex had a CM,

ICE CREAM SUNOAE NIGHT

TIONS ON WINNtNO THE CAR STUFFI KEEP
UP THAT SPwaTII

TOfwQHTI 7:30-8:30 PM

We sti had tun on the hi
Evan though the hot cnooosato waa
warm n our mug*,

CONGRATULATIONS on making the "B" team

SEE YOU t DENNIS 00 NOT HAVE ANY

You keep ma warmer with your hug*

i knew you could do a. Good luck during your

"PERSONALITY CONFLICTS" SO WE ARE

Remember pktytng Lacroaae m the haf?

teeeon Your No

BOTH ABIE TO SAY TO YOU "FACE TO

I know they'l be no lemmbeers for you at al.

"Sweetest Day Get Away" raffle to Chicago. A

FACE" WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE YOU At

I rtraty entoyed sleeping si Michigan.

weekend of fun S excitement

LITTLE ANO GRAND LITTLE. OH ANO M JOE

When can I do It again?

Sponsored by Auoc. lor Career Woman In BA

SARI

Later-Coach

SI

YOUR

PI

KAPP

BROTHER.

JENNIFER WALTERS! I
WAY TO GO ALPHA SKMII CONGRATULA-

OETTINO A NEW LITTLE. BRIAN WHITE.
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY! I'M OLAO TO

LOVE,

LOVE. YOUR GAMMA PHI CRUSHES!

RUSH BETA THETA PI UL' SIS

DENNIS TESTON. CONGRATS TO YOU FOR

WEEK asi

1 Ian, Koty

Oct

WEEK Ml
WEEK Ml

16 6 10.

STEVE.

\i^H\\hr{

oauycus ARE DON. E&MW;
«tt ROCKY AND EVEN TVt
NORMtUW STABLE REVERIE
MAKVCET IS FEEUN6 THE
BlTE.

t«MK, I'M HAWING,
A KH. HARD
TIME TOUR**,
VOJ IN A. DESK
106

1985
Homecoming
King & Queen
Applications
are now available

TACO TACO TACO
3 for lt.00 Iran III pm
EVERY WEDNESDAY MOOT
MAIN ST.

ZBT nek
So you're going to the Gemma Phi date party
LucKy youl
Lucky ma!
What a totaty eweeome pa* •<> be'
Cheer, to the *eekerw
Signed e rrtenrj
GREEK WEEK IS reTMl
(MEEK WEEK l» HERE!
GREEK WEEK IS HERE!
GOVERNMENT JOBS
Now

r~TheBGNews"

.Classified InformationMail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior lo publication no lalar than 4 p.m.
(BG Mews not responsible foi postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are 60" per line. $1 80 minimum.
50' extra pet ad for bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.
PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals.

Applicants must be seniors.
Applications are available in the
University Activities Organization
Office, 3rd floor, Union and are
due by Thursday. Oct. 10,
5:00 p.m.

Hktng

Cel

Please call 372-2343 for
more information

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus 4 City Events*
Wanted
Lost & Found
Help Wanted
Rides
For Sale
Services Offered
For Rent
Personals
•Campus/Crly Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only.
Data, of Insertion.

Total number of days .

t*-r

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hal BQSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

R-

LSAT • MCAT ■ OMAT • QBE
NTE * CPA REVtEW • NCLEX
STANLEY KAPLAN ED CENTER
NO

1 M TEST PREPARATION

(418) 538-370! TOLEDO
FOR SALE
I MO Chen Citation
After 5:00 p.m weekdays
Cal 372-5300 or 372 2687
Aakkx LM
HALE DANCER, waiting by tha phone » beer
from you-1 want 10 dance for your party.
Birthday, or amal group gathering
For more Into od 372-1084

Invite M*i

364-8508

WANTED
Female roommate needed lo slur, specious
two bedroom ap*rtm*nt. Own bedroom and
lor |u*t ItSSfmonth pkl. uHH-

MM •» Trw* MkfcH Jaffe

Phone #

E»l.

For return of IS Inch gold Cham
Lost 3rd week ol school

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

«ie.040*58.230ryr

1 80b 687 6000

8B4S lor current federal let

tRCWAROI

NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad The news will not DP
responsible tor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

NATIONAL

BG Greek*
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SO- HCUS LIFE

THE

BER
OFFICERS:
MARK
MURPHY
(PRESIDENT). SCOTT WEBER (VICE PRESS.

STUfTII KEEP UP THE SPIRITII THE BROTH-

Cider and Doughnut 55$

OF

YOUR HARD WORK AND MANY LONG MEET-

Caribbean Crush

The Getaway
October Special

DELTA

Go Teems Golllll

ACTIVE!

FALL

TAU

BESTI LOVE, MARCI

Oeaana Prp Seta

ARE READY TO

DELTA

PHI PS! LAVAUERING YOU GUYS ARE THE

Check ■ out. Jeane N Things

ALPHA PM PLEDGES

OF

TO CONGRATULATE THEM

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR GAMMA PHI

Csxtbbeen Crush Date Party

KEEP UP ALL THOSE WONDERFUL SMILES
ANO THAT SPIRIT! you MAKE US SO PROUD

LIKE

THE DEE ZEES HAVE GREEK WEEK SPIRIT'
LETS GO DEE ZEES!

KRTSTY CLEMENTS > JIM SHAFFER

FALL MERCHANDISE arriving defy

LOVE - YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS

BROTHERS

MEMBERS FRED HEEGAN ON RECEIVING

LOVE - YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS

631 Ridge

00

PEARLING

MFCA. ALSO ED SNODGRAS8 ON HIS WIN
ASIJSOOFF-CAafa*IJ«REP.

VOU HAVE WAITED SO LONG AND SO HAVE
WE. THE TIME IS NEAR! WE LOVE YOU AND
CANNOT

YOUR

SEC-TREASURER

Sea. Oct. 5 - KKOfZST GREEK GAMES

I BETA SKIS
I BETA SKIS

WOULD
ON

TO SCOTT NUNAMAKER! THERE COULDN'T

PLEDGE DAY
Thur. Oct. 3 - GREEK REVIEW

I BETA SMS

THE

KAREN ELLIOT—
CONGRATULATIONS

Frl. Oct. 4 - NEVER AGAIN

WE KNOW WE HAVE THE BEST PAMMOS

campus wtth your maeaaga. Al for |uat $0*11

HAVE BEEN A BETTER FIRST DZ PEARLING'
HAPPINESS TO BOTH Of YOU ALWAYS

YOUR SISTERS ARE BEHIND YOU ALL THE

Memorial Hal. Room 260

THANKS TUBAS
lor the water « Saturday'. Game!!
We love you, the Flag.

Taws. Od 1 - EXCHANGE DINNER

ALPHA CHI'S

Wed t Thurs Ocl 2 1 3. 7 p.m

Dervered Oct. 7 anywhere on

Wad. Oat 2 - 3ANNER CONTEST-FACULTY
RECEPTION

WAY! LOVE. THE ALPHA CHTS

The mtemetlon.1 Relations Organisation will

4 *l your sorority houa*

Sugar cookies dacoralad wtth the greek Wtar*
of your choice

Open information meeting

p.m. In room 105 BA. A gueat speaker will
give e brief preeorrtatlon on Student experi-

NEVER AGAIN

KAPPA DELTA COOKIE-GRAMS
Sold Sept. 23-Oct

PERSONALS

SUMMER STUDY IN FRANCE PROGRAM

COME FLY WITH US

DfUNKINO ANO DRIVING

Your PHI MU data

See Europe and Earn 0 Hour* ol Credit

Al Welcome to Attend

RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS ABOUT

Have a super week.

posters'

Cal 2 8420 after g p.m

SILVER WINDS
RUSH INFORMATION NIGHTS

NEVER AQ/UN

Saturday night w* be mat GREAT
Remember to drees axe you're
down on the FARM

EducaaorvSpMch Students

hstwayl

JEFFOOSCHE
I'm so exceed and lust can't wen
Hayrtdea and square dancing at a BARN.

KAPPA SKIS

"THE SYSTEM" DISC JOCKEY SERVICE

WEDNESDAYS. NOON 6 p m IFieeJooivjeon)

October 2

THE 21 TRANSITION BILL

Your dates are from the houa* ol the heart
Sa back, relax wait for the cal

MAM ST.

LOVE,

SIGN THE PETITION AGAINST

Tonights Ol* night tie due. wl start

EVERY WEDNESOAY NIOHT

YOUR PHI MU DATES, THE SOURRELSI

lor your n*« baah Phone 353 4705. aek lor

INTRODUCING THE TABLE

North

AWAITING,

$1 00 par peg*. doubt*-*pac*d
On carnpue pick-up 4 00 prn 869-2579

STOP BY THE UNION OVAL ANO

Have you heard "THE SYSTEM"' We eat the

WITH THE SAHJNG CLUB

MecDoneW

Thanks for the b«st 5 month, ot my He You ere
"a gttslstllll Lev* alwavs. Jen"

NEVER AGAIN

i for 11.00 horn 6-11 pm

M

WaxeCoBne.

Does Ma help

FUN M THE HAY MEET AT THE HOUSE. SO

222

YOUI I LOVE YOUII TRACI

DTD

Tb* Da* Zeee an

perched lor Onset WM 'earn* we love our

YOU MUST PAY, FOR SATURDAY NIGHT AND

pm

Marie Johnaon

Blow him off!

BEGIN TEN DOLLARS IS THE SMALL PRICE

8 00

WYNNY [SORRY PENtSE) H.J. THE R A.

DO

Thursday, Ocl 10 at 1:00 p.m. In McFaH

COME SAIL AWAY

YOUR

Greek Review! Go Greek*! Go Greeks' Ihee

Training meeting! era Weds.. Ocl ( at 5:0D

2.

OF

BACK M «■" and w.1 tow you Thuredey at

Veteran Tout Guides

Ocl

scorn

<SH

THE PM MU SCAVENGER HUNT WILL NOW

Wad .

FROM ONE

FR6NOS WHO OOESNT CALL YOU LYNNY-

MM* AND LOVE YOU TONSI

LOVE,

ATTENTION THETA CHTS - CALVIN I Tea.

Amy *t 382-2263.

■u*. ki Hi Waal Hall. Pleas, attend Via one
t»aaie»lwt|Q tftsM IB WOW CO*W<A*«>Oi KM /*■*

LYNN ZWOINGER
HAPPY BIRTHOAY

HAD A OREAT WEEKEND

On Gee's and SAE'a know that "GREEK* OO

Attn: Preview Day Volunteer 1

ML,

ORETCH!

ACROSS
1 IntMi
5 Pan oi ir»#
tlaoa.
10 Julia Child.
to*o««
14 Rooms m ■
h.wr»m
15 ff liom trosi
16 Contpotayol
im Mii«t
N.wnoi»n,y
i' Aim Don*
18 Ri««ra (NOfl
MGaMlOlltrve
Mertroiinsjr
22 MovtW
BudO-anty
?3 •
WcGot
Fun1
24 i tote
islandloM
S-oly
» Andr* Waltf.
•8
29 Rivoi duck
tt Arid ,vai«.
OutlaWM
34 Goodnioni Q>fi
o'tong
36 Bator* JFK
3T Country, in
Catnia
M Lt*d linear ol
Th* Rouca
»0uHinlha
Indian Ocaan
40 Lawvaf AKK
4i Fmdtna
42 Dispatch boat
43 Distance on th*
briny
45 Rids
47 Cam* up
49 Shon billed
real
50 Wreath
53 Fiendish
5? C*«* ■ island
SB Put on
BO Rty*f mioih*
■•Hie
•1 Forty
•2 inky, m poetry
B3 Ottoman
olficie.a
B4 Tire

rt Mooni
.
S*<n Nevada

pm

•OWN
1 Companion of
clear
2 Empty
3 Race track neat
Lot Angeles
4 Ca inerme of
Russia etai
5 Owns
6 Man3*orte«
7 Witner eye le
B Calendar ebor
9 Gibing
10 Redwme
it Mots.inewriter
12 She m
Cnerbourg
O Viands
i9 Michael ot the
movlet
M Blackbirds
ft Began
» JuneVIPs
U Mad as a wet
nan
n Lord and lady
10 Atncan capital
it That is Lai
12 ThintabKs

S Had or Graan
AbbB "King
Mina»
0 Foundtha
maan
i Oanubaiasdai
1 Bam s nvar
i City in
Tarn" Nidu
- than
can see RLS

m a mssssgl in my O.C.M.B.
48 Village tn
SE Minnesota
50 FootiMa
51 Olympie by
Miner eg
52 High home
54 Genus ol
maples
55 important one
56 Town near
Patent
58 Actor Torn

n«u and I wW cal ASAP
Warned: Female roommele lor nte. apartment
on Ftaza. Ave Good pttce Cal 353-0408.

HELP WANTED
Frteoh'eS MaaiandE Wooater needs cook, a
buffet people for el *hlrta Apply between 8-10
am or 3-6 p.m.
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FOR SALE
HUT. U.M FurreU.

Rudolph

8863261

Open 6-8 Monday-Fnoay
1871 PmaaK Lamane. Many new pan.
aee lo approclete
372-1483
Qympac

OP

Must

$1,500 or beel offer

1600

watght

maohsie

weight* e aco—aorlee tncajded

Cal

Extra

Great conrj-

Mn SI 60 or boat offer 354-8452
ATTENTION YtWOSURFERS
3 short board* lor sale. 1 custom flberglaaa. 2
production board*, with or without rlga

Mutt

eel From $280 C1 Brad at 353-4286
K1000 35 mm camera wtth 50 mm

;-

|;-

n—
mr
n—
anF —
*—1 sfj^
a- H—W
1 LfJaTr

o

law1—

lane, (aafi, and protective oaae. $100. Excellence Super Deluxe (tomtit. r*4rluBnaui.
mad only on. aemealer. 876. Cat 362 7621

■n

Sporty '76 Chevy Morua 5 speed, hatchback.

PWP

8700 or be* oHer 362-2468 aWw 4 p m
1874 Comet, good condition
make eny offer
362 2322. evening
'73 Chrysler Newport, ares, manor body, wjry
good ooraSaon

EM

86,000 mlee

Reou* trana

rwaalon Cal aflar 6 p m , 362-0888

FOR RENT
2 twdruom auMtriaiil for rent, plenty of room.
cat 364-3633 for information
Efficiency lor i
$226 Oat 383-8802

lor wring semeeter

